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Abstract 
In this paper we construct complete left-symmetric (and so affine) structures on a class of 
4-step nilpotent Lie algebras. To achieve this, we use the language of derivations and translate 
the problem of the existence of a complete left-symmetric structure for a given Lie algebra L, 
to the cxistcncc of a certain submodule (called layerwise complementary) of the augmentation 
ideal of the universal enveloping algebra of L. A polynomial construction (an analogue of the 
classical polynomial construction for groups), due to the second author, is used to determine such 
a submodule for all 3-step nilpotent Lie algebras (allowing to rediscover the known results) and 
for a reasonable class of 4-step nilpotent Lie algebras (for which the existence of a complete left- 
symmetric/affine structure was not known before). A concrete description of this left-symmetric 
structure is given. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 17B30, 17B35 
1. Introduction 
In 1977, Milnor asked whether each torsion-free polycyclic-by-finite group can be 
realized as the fundamental group of a compact, complete and affinely flat manifold 
[ 111. For nilpotent groups of class 3, a positive answer was already provided in 1974, 
by the work of Scheuneman [14]. 
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Since then, no real progress has been made until recently when a negative answer to 
Milnor’s question was given, even in the nilpotent case, by Benoist [ 1, 21 and Burde 
and Grunewald [4]. The counterexamples they provide are of rank 11 and nilpotency 
class 10. These examples have a strictly positive affine defect number (equal to 1) 
[6]. On the other hand, the question is still open even for most groups of nilpotency 
class 4. 
In this paper, we attack, as Scheuneman did, the problem on the Lie algebra level. 
This means that for a given Lie algebra L, we try to establish a faithful affine repre- 
sentation L + aff(R”) which is minimal, i.e. where the dimension m coincides with 
that of L. 
To achieve this, we introduce a new method for constructing minimal affine repre- 
sentations by using certain polynomial constructions related to those of Passi on the 
group level [12]. Not only some important known results are reproduced from this 
unifying point of view but also a substantial class of 4-step nilpotent Lie algebras is 
covered for which the existence problem was not solved so far, e.g. all 4-step nilpotent 
Lie algebras generated by 2 elements belong to this family. The statement of our main 
theorem is as follows: 
Theorem A. Let L be a nilpotent Lie algebra. Suppose L has a 4-step jiltration 
L = 912 92 > 33 > 94 > 9s = 0 satisfying [Zi,Zj] c P’i+j, such that the natu- 
ral (bracket) map from /1*(91/3’2) -+ _G?z/_Y~ is injective. Then there is a 4-step 
jiltered L-module M = Ml > M2 > M3 > M4 > MS = 0 satisfying Zi * Mj & Mi+j, 
and a derivation t which maps 9, bijectively onto Mi for each i. Consequently, L 
admits a complete left-symmetric structure and so also a minimal faithful afine 
representation. 
Note that a 4-step nilpotent Lie algebra L, for which L/[L, [L, L]] is free nilpotent of 
class 2, satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem, if the filtration is defined inductively 
by 91 = L and Yi+i = [L, Zi]. This includes the case that L is generated by two 
elements. 
Another way of formulating this result is as follows: 
Theorem B. Let L be a 4-step nilpotent Lie algebra containing a subspace U, with 
[L, L] 2 U G L such that 
(1) [L, [L, [L, VIII = FJ, W, Lll = 0 and 
(2) dim([L,L]/[U,L]) = ( dim(:‘“)) 
Then L admits a complete left-symmetric structure and so also a minimal faithful 
afine representation. 
We would also like to formulate a concrete way to build up 4-step nilpotent Lie 
algebras satisfying the conditions of Theorem A. 
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Theorem C. Assume X = {x1,x2,. . . , xm) is a minimal set of generators for a 4step 
nilpotent Lie algebra L over a field k of characteristic 0. Let {Ri = Ck cik [xik, yjk]} 
be a basis of 
Ker @ k[x,,x,l ++ LLIIL LLII . 
lip+% 
Suppose 3s C X such that 
(1) Vik:Ci, # 0 *Xg ES or yi, ES. 
(2) K K K~lll = 0 = [S, [X-J41. 
Then L admits a minimal faithful a&e representation. 
Here are some examples to which the theorem applies: 
(1) {Ri} = 0 (with S = 0). 
(2) Suppose there exists a subset T CX such that all Ri are of the form 
4 = [t,xl, with t E T, x E X. 
If moreover [X, [X, [X, T]]] = [T, [T,X]] = 0, we can apply Theorem B (with S = T). 
For example, the latter condition is automatically satisfied if {Ri} = {[t,x] 11 t E T, 
XEX}. 
These examples allow to write down immediately presentations of many Lie algebras 
satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem A. 
2. Atine representations and nonsingular derivations 
First we point out how Milnor’s problem for nilpotent groups can be translated 
completely into the language of derivations of nilpotent Lie algebras. By [7], any 
compact complete affinely flat manifold with nilpotent fundamental group is an affine 
nilmanifold, i.e. a quotient space T\G, where G is a simply connected nilpotent Lie 
group having a complete left-invariant flat affine connection and r is a uniform lattice 
of G. 
In [lo] Hyuk Kim proves the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.1. Let G be a simply connected Lie group with its Lie algebra L. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(1) G admits a complete left-invariant flat afJine connection. 
(2) G acts simply transitively on a vector space A4 by afJine transformations. 
(3) There exists a complete left-symmetric structure on L. 
Recall that a left-symmetric structure on L is given by a Lie algebra homomorphism 
A : L + gZ(L) in such a way that, with respect to the module structure of L determined 
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by R, the identity map 1~. : L + L is a derivation. For convenience of the reader, we 
recall the definition of the latter notion. 
Definition 2.2. Let L be a Lie algebra over a field k and M a left L-module. A k-linear 
map t : L + M is called a derivation if 
bfx, y E L : t[x, y] = x * t(y) - y t(x). 
Continuing our discussion on left-symmetric structures, we point out that in case L 
is a nilpotent Lie algebra, it follows also from the work of Kim that a left-symmetric 
structure is complete if and only if i is a nilpotent representation. As a conclusion, we 
find: 
Theorem 2.3. A connected and simply connected nilpotent Lie group G admits a 
complete left-invariant flat afine connection if and only if the corresponding Lie 
algebra L admits a faithful derivation into a nilpotent L-module M, which has the 
same dimension as L. 
This leads to the following definition: 
Definition 2.4. Let L be any Lie algebra over a field k and A4 a left L-module. A 
derivation t : L 4 M is called nonsingular if t is a faithful linear map. t is called 
minimal if dimk L = dimk M. 
Another way of looking at derivations is to consider them as being the translational 
part of an affine representation. More precisely, if k is any field, we let 
affb) = ~~Atgl(m.k),atk”}. 
aff(m) is made into a Lie algebra over k in the usual way and is called the affine 
m-dimensional Lie algebra. Let us consider the following two maps, called the linear 
part and the translational part, respectively: 
lin:aff(m) + gl(m,k): i ;f H A 
( > 
and 
tr : aff(m) ---f km : H a. 
Let L be a Lie algebra over k and suppose there exists a representation p:L + aff(m), 
then it is obvious that tr(p) : L + k M is a derivation, where the module structure of 
k” is given by lin(p). Conversely, if t: L -+ km is a derivation into the L-module k” 
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and if this module structure is given by a map 1, : L + gl(m, k), there is an affine 
representation 
Therefore, in case k = R, the statement of Theorem 2.3 is also equivalent to the 
existence of a Lie algebra homomorphism L + aff(m), for which the linear parts 
are nilpotent and the translational part determines a vector space isomorphism 
L + k”. 
We shall make use of the fact that nilpotent Lie algebras admit nice filtrations of 
finite length. Therefore we shall consider derivationslaffine representations which are 
related to such filtrations. 
Definition 2.5. Let L be a Lie algebra over a field k of characteristic 0. By an N-series 
of L we shall mean any descending filtration by subspaces: 
which satisfies [9?‘ii, dz;] L 9’i+j for any i, j > 1. 
Note that the latter condition implies that all spaces S?i are actually ideals in L. 
A well-known example of such an N-series is the lower central series of L. Here 
91 = L = yl(L) and 9i+i = [L, 2’i] = [L, yi(L)] = yi+l(L) for i 2: 1. We shall refer 
to the lower central series by the notation 54’ = y. Associated to any N-series 9 of 
L, there is a graded Lie algebra Gr9(L), with GrT(L) = Zi/gi+i. 
Notation 2.6. When no confusion can arise, we shall write Li instead of G<(L). 
We shall write ki = dimk Gry(L). If Y,, # 0 and $Pn+t = 0, the N-series is said to 
be of length n. 
In [5] the definition of a canonical form affine representation of a nilpotent Lie 
algebra was given. This is a faithful affine representation which respects, in some 
sense, the upper central series. However, the definition can easily be extended to 
more general central series of a given Lie algebra. Here, we consider a subclass of 
these representations: 
Definition 2.7. A faithful affine representation p : L -+ aff(m) will be called of strong 
canonical form with respect to an N-series 9’ of L of length n if and only if there 
exist subspaces A4i &km (1 5 i < c), with h4i = k”, such that 
(1) Vi E {1,2,...,n}: tr(p):_Yi + A4i is an isomorphism of vector spaces. 
(2) Vi,j E {1,2 ,..., n} : lin(p)(S?i) . Mj c Mi+j, where MP = 0 if p > II. 
Remark 2.8. An affine representation p:L --f aff(m) of an m-dimensional Lie algebra 
is of strong canonical form iff there exists a basis of km for which the matrix expression 
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of p looks as follows: 
Ok. . . . . . . . . . . . * * *‘ 
. . . . . .: :: 
0 . . . Ok,,z 0 0 0 “, * * * 
0 . . . 0 ok,,, 0 0 ‘.. 0 * * 
vx E Ti: &)= 0 . . . 0 0 ok, 0 *‘. 0 0 * 
0 . . . 0 0 0 ok,_, “. 0 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 . . . 0 0 0 0 . ..‘..oo 
0 . . . 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 ok, 0 
0 . . . 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 
such that the translational parts form all of km. 
In this notation, Oi is used to indicate an i x i zero matrix, so all other zeroes 
appearing above also represent zero blocks. 
To see examples of such affine representations the reader should look at those ob- 
tained by Scheuneman ([14], cf. also Section 4 below), which are of strong canonical 
form with respect to the lower central series. 
Now we want to determine a class of derivations which behave nicely with respect 
to a given N-series 9. To do so, we need a filtration of the universal enveloping 
algebra @i(L) of L. 
Definition 2.9. 
Ff(L) = a(L) and Vi > 0: Fl?(L) = c yil%2 . ..%.:, G@‘(L), 
where the 55’i are seen as subspaces of e(L), via the canonical embedding of L into 
a(L)* 
It is clear that the FiF(L) determine a filtration of @i(L) by two-sided ideals and 
that F?(L) = g(L), the augmentation ideal of s(L). 
Now suppose that t : L + A4 is a derivation of L into an L-module M. This derivation, 
together with the module structure of M, determines a filtration of M, where the ith 
term of the filtration is given by 
Vi 2 1: F:(M) = C qz(L) . t(Sf-j) + F;?,(L) . hf. 
05 j<i-1 
Note that F$(M) is an L-submodule of M and that yk .Fty(M) c F$+i(M). Thus 
the graded k-space GrlP*‘(M) with GrF’(M) = F$(M)/F$+,(M) is a module over 
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the graded Lie algebra GF(L). Moreover, a Gfl(L)-derivation Gr9(t) : G@‘(L) -+ 
Gr9,‘(M) is well defined by t since t(S?i) c FfT(M). 
Notation 2.10. In the sequel we will omit the superscript .Z in our notations whenever 
the filtration _Y is understood. 
Definition 2.11. Let L be a Lie algebra and let 9 be an N-series of L. A derivation 
t : L + A4 into an L-module M is called _5?-layerwise nonsingular if the map Gr(t) is 
injective. 
Note that the canonical embedding u : L -+ %(L) is an L-derivation, if we consider 
q(L) as an L-module via left multiplication. It is now worthwhile mentioning that 
Fu,i(V(L)) = Fi(L). Observe also that F,$kf) = L’-’ . M, and so we rediscover the 
usual filtration of an L-module. In particular, we find that F:(L) = s(L)‘. 
The following lemma, the proof of which is left to the reader, is rather trivial, but 
nevertheless crucial to what follows. 
Lemma 2.12. Let L be a Lie algebra and suppose M and Q are L-modules. If t :L + 
M is an L-derivation and q:M -+ Q is an L-linear map, then 
( 1) qt : L + Q is an L-derivation and 
(2) ifq is surjective, Fqt,i(Q) = qFi,i(M), for all i 2 1. 
The importance of the derivation u: L 4 F(L) is now made clear: 
Proposition 2.13. The canonical map u : L + %(L) is the universal derivation of L 
into L-modules, i.e. for any L-module M and any derivation t: L + M there exists a 
unique L-linear map t’:&(L) + M such that t’u = t. Moreover, u is an 9-layerwise 
nonsingular derivation. 
Proof. The fact that u is a universal derivation can be found in [8, p. 2341, the essential 
point to show is that u is _!Z-layerwise nonsingular. For all i 2 1 we choose a set of 
elements xi,j E 56’i (1 5 j 5 ki), in such a way that the set {xi,j + Zi+i 11 1 5 j < ki} 
forms a basis of Li = .Yi/3i+l. If 9 is of finite length, the total collection of xi,j’s 
will form a basis of L, if not, we add elements x~,~ until we obtain a basis. We order 
this basis as follows: 
XPG? < xr.s iff p < r or (p = r and q < s). 
By the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem we know that the ordered monomials 
Xi”il,jl%.j* . ~-Xi&, S (5 NY Xil.jl 5 Xiz,jz L ” ’ I Xi,,j$ 
form a basis of a(L). If we define the weight w of such a basis vector by 
s 
w(1) = 0, w(xi,,j,xi2,j2 ...xi.T,js I= Cik, 
k=l 
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one easily checks, using the defining relations in s(L), that Fi(L) is spanned by those 
basis vectors of weight 2 i. This implies that the set 
Bi = {U + Fi+l(L) I/ u is a basis vector of weight = i} 
forms a basis for Fi(L)/Fi+r(L) = Gri(V(L)). But the map Gri(u): Gri(L) -+ Gri(%(L)) 
maps the basis {xii + S?i+i 11 1 < j < ki} onto the subset {X~J + Fi+i 11 1 5 i < ki} of 
Bi. So we conclude that u is an dip-layerwise nonsingular derivation. q 
Lemma 2.14. Suppose t: L -+ M is a derivation of L into an L-module M, such that 
M is generated, as an L-module, by Im(t). Then 
F,j(M) = t’Fi(L), Vi 1 1, 
where t’ is the map from Proposition 2.13. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.12, since the condition that M 
is generated by Im(t) implies that t’ :q(L) -+ M is an epimorphism. q 
Layerwise nonsingular derivations are useful in the context of nilpotent Lie algebras 
thanks to the following elementary lemma: 
Lemma 2.15. Let L be a Lie algebra equipped with an N-series offnite length. Then 
an Y-layerwise nonsingular derivation is nonsingular and is a 
minimal. 
The converse is not true, even in case % = y, i.e. there 
minimal derivations t: L + M, for which Gr(t) is not injective. 
Example 2.16. Let L be the abelian Lie algebra k*. Define an 
M = k2 via 
k-isomorphism if it is 
exist nonsingular and 
L-module structure on 
A:L+gl(M):(;;) H (;;) 
It is easy to see that the identity map t = lkz : k2 = L + k* = M is an L-derivation. 
For the filtration 9 = y of length one, one checks that the filtration on M is given by 
MZL-M={(i) j~qEk}~L’-hl=O. 
This implies that the map Gr(t) is not faithful, although t itself was an isomorphism. 
As a generalization of nilpotent modules, we introduce the notion of an (9, t)- 
nilpotent module. 
Definition 2.17, An (9, t)-nilpotent module consists of an L-module M and an 
L-derivation t :L + M such that F$M) = 0 for some n. 
If n is such that F$+,(M) = 0, we say that M is n-step (9, t)-nilpotent. 
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Remark 2.18. 
l A module which is (_Y,t)-nilpotent is nilpotent in the usual sense. 
l A module is (r,t) nilpotent if and only if it is nilpotent. 
In order to construct the universal example of an n-step (9, t)-nilpotent module, we 
truncate the module e(L). For n 2 1 we define the “polynomial construction” 
and we let U, :L + P:(L) be equal to u followed by the quotient map. 
To justify this notation and terminology, we include the following 
Remark 2.19. Suppose that k = R. Consider the Lie group GL of a nilpotent Lie 
algebra L which is defined by taking GL = L as a set and where the multiplication is 
given by the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula. Suppose further that L has rational 
structure constants; then GL has a lattice subgroup, say G. Now let 9 be an N-series of 
L. Putting JV~ = 9’iinG this induces an N-series of G [13, p. 201, G = Jlri > Jlr, >. . ., 
which gives rise to a filtration R(G) = A, I Al II . . + of R(G) by two-sided ideals [ 13, 
p. 221. Then there is an isomorphism of R-algebras (without unit) 
such that the following square commutes: 
P:(L) & Al/A,+1 
with p,,(a) = a - 1 +A,+I. In particular, for 9 = y we find an R-algebra isomorphism 
with the classical polynomial construction for groups introduced by Passi in [12], 
P;(L) $P, R(G). 
Notation 2.20. Again, we remark that we will often drop the superscript 9 in our 
notation for the polynomial construction. 
We get the following analogue of Proposition 2.13: 
Proposition 2.21. The canonical map u, : L + P,,(L) is the universal derivation of 
L into n-step (.Z’,t)-nilpotent L-modules, i.e. for any derivation t : L + M into an 
n-step (9, t)-nilpotent L-module, there exists a unique L-linear map t’ : P,,(L) + M 
such that t’u = t. Moreover, if 9 is of length 5 n, u, is an _Y-layerwise nonsingular 
derivation. 
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The following lemma shows the connection between affine representations of strong 
canonical form and minimal Z-layerwise nonsingular derivations: 
Lemma 2.22. Let L be u Lie algebra of dimension m and 3 be any N-series of L 
of length n, then the following are equivalent: 
(1) L admits an afine representation p : L + aff(m), which is of strong canonical 
form with respect to 9. 
(2) L admits a minimal 9’-luyerwise nonsingular derivation t : L -+ M into an 
n-step (3, t)-nilpotent module M. 
Proof. Suppose p:L + aff(m) is an affine representation which is of strong canonical 
form with respect to the N-series 9. As discussed before, we can consider tr(p) 
as being an L-derivation, with respect to the L-module structure of km induced by 
Tin(p). Recall the subspaces IV& = tr(p)(_Yi) required in the definition of a strong 
canonical form affine representation. Remark that, using the notations and the results 
of Lemma 2.14, we find that 
F,Jk”) = t’Fi(L) 
The other inclusion Mi CFr,i(k”) is trivial. We conclude that km is an n-step (9, t)- 
nilpotent module and that t is a minimal 3-layerwise nonsingular derivation. 
Conversely, assume t : L 4 M is a minimal 9’-layerwise nonsingular derivation into 
an n-step (3, t)-nilpotent module M. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
M = k” and we define Ki = t(.Yi) (1 < i < n) and Kr = 0 (i > n). Write the module 
structure of km by means of the map I : L + gl(k”). We claim that the map 
p:L + aff(m):x H 
6) ‘(3 
is an affine representation which is in strong canonical form. The only thing left to 
show is that 
3’iKj C Ki+j, Vi, j. (1) 
We first prove, by descending induction on n that Fr,i(k”) = Ki. For i = n + 1, the 
result is immediate since Ft,n+l (k”) = 0 = K,+,. So suppose the result holds for all 
values > i. Using the fact that t is minimal T-layer-wise nonsingular we know that 
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Gri(t):Li -+ F,i(k”)/F~,i+i(km) is an isomorphism. SO 
F,i(k”)/Ff,,+i(k”) = t(~i)/Ki+i = K/K+1 
from which it follows that F,;(F) = K;. 
NOW we see that Y;Kj = t’(Z;.Zj) 2 t’(F;+j(L)) = F;,;+j(k”) = K;+j, which proves 
(1). 0 
3. Layerwise complementary submodules 
The aim of this section is to provide another translation of Milnor’s problem. If K 
is a submodule of P,(L), we let K; = K n F;, where F; = F;(L)/Fn+l(L), 1 < i 5 n, 
denote the induced filtration of K. Gr(K) is the associated graded Gr(L)-module. 
Definition 3.1. K is called .5?-layerwise complementary if 
F;/F;+l =Gr;(un)(Li)@K;/K;+~, Vi E {1,2,...,n} 
Remark 3.2. 
(1) TO see K;/K;+l as a subspace of F;/F;+l we use the canonical isomorphism 
Ki/K,+i ” (Ki + Fi+i(L))/Fi+i(L). 
(2) If K is _Y-layerwise complementary, then P,(L) = u,(L) @K as k-spaces. 
Let t : L + A4 be a derivation into an L-module such that A4 is n-step (2, t)- 
nilpotent. Let M’ be the L-submodule of A4 generated by Im(t) and let t” : L ---) M’ 
be the derivation defined by t”(x) = t(x). Consider the L-linear map t’ :P,(L) --f M’ 
which satisfies t’u,, = t”, see Proposition 2.21. 
Proposition 3.3. With the notations introduced above and assuming 2’ is of length 
5 n, we have the following equivalence: 
The derivation t” : L -+ M’ is minimal and 9’-layerwise nonsingular tj”K = Ker(t’) 
is an 9-layerwise complementary submodule. 
Proof. We first show that for all i 
K;/K;+I = Ker(Gr;(t’)). (2) 
The inclusion K;/K;+I C Ker(Gr;(t’)) is obvious. SO let x E F;(L) such that Gr;(t’)(x + 
F;+l(L)) = 0. Then t’(x) E F;,,,;+l(M’) LemrZ 2’14 t/F;+,(L), SO x E K;modF;+l(L), 
which proves (2). 
Consider the following commutative diagram the row of which is exact by (2): 
&I& I of Fi/F;+I 
G&(f) 
- Gr&W 
Gr,(u,) T / Wf”) 
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Now if t” is minimal and Y-layerwise nonsingular then Gr&t”) is injective and sur- 
jective (dimension counting) for all i, so Gri(t’) is surjective and the section Gri(u,) 
Gri(t”)-’ provides the desired decomposition 
Fi/‘Fi+i = Gri(u, )(Li) @ Ki/‘Ki+ 1 (3) 
which shows that K is a complementary submodule. 
Conversely, suppose that (3) holds for all i. Then Gri(u,)(Li) n Ker(Gri(t’)) = 0 
by (2), so Gri(t”) = Gri(t’)Gri(u,) is injective by the _I!?-layerwise nonsingularity of 
u,, see Proposition 2.21. Thus t” is T-layerwise nonsingular. It remains to show that 
Gr(t”) is surjective. But for all i, 
Gr,i(M’) L”-.?. “I2 Gri(t’)(Fi(L)/Fi+l(L)) 
(3)22) 
Gri(t”)(Li). 
This proves the proposition. 0 
Corollary 3.4. Let L be a Lie algebra with a finite N-series of length n. Then L 
admits a minimal 2’-layerwise nonsingular derivation iff P,,(L) has an 2’-layerwise 
complementary submodule. 
In order to construct an 5!?-layerwise complementary submodule K of P,(L) we first 
exhibit a canonical candidate for its associated graded module Gr(K) as follows. 
Lemma 3.5. Let L be a Lie algebra (over k) with an N-series 9. Then a k-linear 
retraction 
ri : Gri(@(L)) + Li = Si/2i+I 
of the morphism Gri(u) is dejined as follows: Let xj E Y,,,,, 1 1. j 5 s such that 
ml+... + m, = i. Then 
Yi(Xl ” .Xs + Fi+lCL)) = 
m, 
ml +m2+...+m, 
[Xl, [. . . [%--l,X~l~~ .I]. 
Proof. First we show that there is a canonical isomorphism of graded algebras: 
Gr(%(L)) E %(Gr(L)). (4) 
To obtain this isomorphism, consider the universal L-derivation u : L -+ a(L), producing 
the Gr(L)-derivation Gr(u) : Gr(L) + Gr(%(L)). Since this Gr(L)-derivation has to 
factor through the universal one, we obtain a map %(Gr(L)) + Gr(%!(L)), which can 
be seen to be an isomorphism using the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem. (See also the 
basis arguments in the proof of Proposition 2.13.) 
To continue the proof of the lemma, we endow the graded Lie algebra Gr(L) with 
the following action on itself, see [9]: For xj E Z,, write Xj = xj + 5Ym,+i. Then let 
x, ._?2 = m2 -b1,~21 + ~m,+mz+l. 
ml+m2 
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The identity map of Gr(L) is a derivation with respect to this action. Let R : ?!&Gr(L)) 4 
Gr(L) be its Gr(L)-linear extension, see Proposition 2.13. This is a graded k-linear re- 
traction of the map urns). Combining R with the inverse of the canonical isomorphism 
%(Gr(L)) + Gr(q(L)), we get a canonical graded k-linear retraction R’:Gr(%(L)) 4 
Gr(L) of Gr(u). One easily verifies that 
RI(xl ’ .x,+Fi+l(L)) = Ri(-x~ . . .x~) = 
4 
ml+. . f + m, 
[Xl,..., [xS-l,xs]. . .] + Yi+l. 
Thus ri = RI is well defined and has the desired properties. 0 
Defining Q = @i,lKer(ri) we obtain the following _ 
Corollary 3.6. Let L be a Lie algebra with an N-series 2. Then there exists a 
natural graded Gr(L)-submodule Q of Gr(%!(L)) such that for all i > 1, 
Fi(L)/Fl+l(L) = %(u)(b) @ Qi. 
The goal of the following sections is to lift this module back to an 9-layerwise 
complementary submodule of P,(L) itself. 
4. The 3-step case 
Some of the basic information used to construct layerwise complementary submod- 
ules is provided by the following two natural short exact sequences involving S’L1, the 
i-fold symmetric tensor power of Ll. 
Lemma 4.1. Let L be any Lie algebra and 2’ an N-series of L. Then there are 
natural short exact sequences 
L2 Gz’ %!z(Gr(L)) -H S2L1, 
L3 @ Ll ~3 L2 A %3(Gr(L)) ++ S3L1, 
with IX = (Grs(u),p(Grr(u) 18 Grz(u))), p being multiplication in @(Gr(L)). 
(5) 
(6) 
Proof. The projection p of Gr(L) onto L 1 = L/Z2 = 5?lJ2’z defines canonically 
a graded algebra map g : %(Gr(L)) 4 42(Ll) = SLl, the symmetric algebra of 
Ll. Since p is surjective 3 is surjective and I = Ker(g) is the ideal generated by 
u(Ker(p)) C @(Gr(L)) (e.g. see [3]). Since Ker(p) is generated by elements of homo- 
geneous degree, we obtain short exact sequences 
Ii H @i(Gr(L)) ++ S’Ll. 
Using the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, one checks that the degree 2 and 3 parts 
are given as claimed above. 0 
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Notation 4.2. For the rest of this paper, let us fix elements xi,j E L (1 5 j 5 ki ) such 
that the set {Xl,j = xi,j + 92 ]I j E { 1,2,. . . ,kl}} is a basis of Lt. 
Definition 4.3. 
( 1) Gi is the k-linear map 
(2) i,, : Gr,,(@(L)) H P,(L) denotes the canonical inclusion. 
Theorem 4.4. The subspace 
K = Im(az) + is(Ker(rs)) 
is an Y-layerwise complementary submodule of P3(L). 
Proof. K is a submodule of Ps(L) since L.K = L.Im(oz) Z is(Ker(rs)) c K. Consider 
the following exact sequence of K-homomorphisms: 
S2L1 % K2/K3 - F2lF3 - (F2/F3)IGrAa)(L2) 
” %!2Gr(L)lGr2(U)(L2) 
z S2L, 
The penultimate isomorphism is given by (4) and the last one by (5). The compos- 
ite map of the above sequence is the identity map, so we conclude that ~2 and the 
composite map K2/K3 + (F~/F~)/GQ(u)(L~) are isomorphisms. This implies that 
and that 
Im(a2) fl F3 = 0. (8) 
Thus K3 = is(Ker(r3)) and FJF4 = Gr3(u)(L3) @ K3 by Lemma 3.5. 0 
Combined with Corollory 3.4 and Lemma 2.22 this theorem implies that all 
3-step nilpotent Lie algebras admit a strong canonical form affine representation. At 
this point, it seems useful to point out that with this method, we do find exactly the 
same representations as Scheuneman did in [14]. Although Scheuneman only uses the 
lower central series, his proofs are also valid for any N-series of length 3. In our 
notations, his result may be stated as follows: 
Let L be any Lie algebra with an N-series 
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Let {xi,i 11 i E {1,2,3}, j E (122, . . . . ki}} b e a basis of L such that xi,j E 9i - S?i+i 
(i = 1,2 or 3). If the Lie brackets in L are given by 
[xl,i,xl,jl = x@,k,jX2,k + c ci,k,jX3,k, 
[Xl,iTX2,jl = 6 h,k,jX3,k, 
k 
k 
then L admits a faithful affine representation (in fact, in strong canonical form) deter- 
mined by 
where Xi,j denotes the ki-column vector with a 1 on the jth spot and zeroes elsewhere 
and where 
(h)k,j = ai,k,j, (Ci)j,k = Ci,j,k, (Bi)j,k = bi,j,k and (Di)j,k = -bj,k,i. 
In order to see that these results coincide with ours, we have to check that the kernel 
of the map t’ associated with the representation defined above via Proposition 2.21, 
coincides with the module K introduced in Theorem 4.4. By the fact that K and 
Ker(t’) (by Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 2.22) are both 9-layerwise complementary 
submodules, it suffices to prove that K C: Ker(t’). 
( 1) Im( 02 ) CKer( t’), since 
t’(2a2(xl,i~-fl,j)) = t’(Xl,iXlJ + xl,jXl,i) = xl,it(xl,j) + xl,jt(xl,i) 
CkCi,k,j&,k + CkCj,k,i&,k 
C!&,k,jX2,k + Ckaj,k,iX2,k 
0 
(2) When we restrict everything to F3(L), we see that the maps t’ and 73 are 
essentially the same. This can be checked by computing the values of both maps on 
the basis elements of F’s(L). Here we only make the calculations for elements of the 
fOlXl Xl,iXz,j. 
Ck bi,k,j&,k 
= 
( ) 
0 3 
0 
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From this it follows at once that Ker(rs) G Ker(t’). 
Remark 4.5. We remark that our method has the advantage above Scheuneman’s, that 
we do not need to keep track of the relations between the structure constants. These 
are embedded implicitly in our work. This advantage becomes even more clear when 
considering 4-step nilpotent Lie algebras. We suspect that the difficulty of controlling 
these relations is also the reason why it took such a long time before new results 
concerning the affine representations of nilpotent Lie algebras could be presented. These 
difficulties were also pointed out on the group level in [5]. 
5. The 4-step case 
As usual, we denote by n2Li the exterior tensor square of Lt over k. Our main 
result, Theorem A, can now be reformulated and proved as follows: 
Theorem 5.1. Let L be a Lie algebra and 5? an N-series of L of length 4. Zf the 
canonical map 
induced by the bracket in L is injective, then Pd(L) admits an 9-layerwise comple- 
mentary submodule. This implies that L admits an afine representation of strong 
canonical form (see Corollary 3.4 and Lemma 2.22). 
Proof. AS before we fix elements Xt,j E L such that A = {Xi,j = xi,j + 92 )I 1 5 
j 5 kl } forms a basis of LI . By the hypothesis of the theorem the elements of C = 
{[Xi,i,xi,j] = [Xi,i,Xi,j] + 3’3 (1 1 < i < j 5 kl} are linearly independent and SO we 
can extend this set C by elements y2,1,. . . , y&k E 22 such that B = C U { y2,1 + 
93,. . , y&k + 23) forms a basis of L 2. Having fixed such basises A and B we define 
a k-linear homomorphism 1: L1 @J LI --) Pd(L) by 
YZi,i E A,Vfz,j E B: l(Xi,i @ Xz,j) = xi,ixz,j - $[xt,i,xz,j], 
where, from now onwards, we suppress the u, from the notations. Define subspaces of 
P4@) by 
K2 = Im(02), K3 = Im(l)+Im(os), K4 = id(Ker(rd)), K=K2+K3 +K4. 
To check that K is a submodule of P4(L), observe that L . K4 = 0, L . K3 C K4 and 
Y2K2GK4 by Lemma 4.1. For x,y,z E {xt,j ]]j E {1,2,...,ki}} one has 
z(xy + yx) ‘2 l(J @ [z,x] + 2 @ [z, y]) + 203(X&j&) E K3, 
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whence Xl,jK2 C K3 for all 1 5 j 2 kl. At this point we make crucial use of the 
hypothesis which ensured that we could prescribe the values of 1 (and thus K3) in 
such a way that equation (*) holds. 
Having proved that K is a submodule, we now check that it is 9-layerwise com- 
plementary. For degree 2 we recall (7) from the proof of the 3-step case. For degree 
3 and 4 consider the following sequence of k-homomorphisms: 
Ll @ L2 @ S3L1 (‘2’ K3/K4 H F3/F4 --H (Fj/Fd)/Gr3(u)(Lx). 
The map (I, CJ~) is surjective by (8). Now the composite map of the above sequence 
is an isomorphism by the identification Fj/Fd %’ G3(Gr(L)), see (4), and by (6). As 
in the proof of Theorem 4.4 we conclude that 
F3/F4 = Grs(U)(Ls) @ K3/K4 and K3 n F4 = 0. 
This implies K4 = K4 and thus Fd/Fs = Grd(u)(Lq) @ K4 by Lemma 3.5, as required. 
Proof of Theorem B. 
length 4 by 
.Y,=L, 92= 
The conditions of the 
and that the canonical 
can be applied. 0 
For the given Lie algebra L we can define an N-series 9’ of 
U, 93 = [L, U], 2’4 = [U, U] + [L, [L, U]] and 9s = 0. 
theorem imply that Y satisfies all the criteria for an N-series 
map A2L1 -+ L2 is injective. Therefore, the preceeding theorem 
Proof of Theorem C. Define U = Span(S U [L, L]) and apply Theorem A. 0 
Finally, we want to indicate how to obtain the matrix representation for the Lie alge- 
bras satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5.1. Choose a basis {xi,j 11 i E { 1,2,3,4}, j E 
{l,Z..., ki}} of L, such that xi,j E Zi\5?i+t. Moreover, choose the x2,j’s as explained 
in the proof of Theorem 5.1. Recall also the definition of the .JZ’-layerwise comple- 
mentary submodule K of Pd(L). The set {Xi,j +K 11 i E {1,2,3,4}, j E {1,2,...,ki}} 
will form a basis of the module Pd(L)/K. So we easily find an isomorphism between 
P4(L)/K and L. After this identification we see that the composite map 
L 2 P4(L) -+ P4(L)/K = L 
is the identity map. This map is the derivation (i.e. the translational part of the affine 
representation), we were looking for. Therefore, we only need a description of the mod- 
ule structure (i.e. the linear part) of Pd(L)/K. Let us make the following computations 
in P4(L): 
xl,ix4,j = 0 + xl,j . (X4,j + K) = 0, 
XI,GJ,~ = $xl,ixJ,j + ix3,jXl,i +%[xI,~~x~,~I * xl,i (x3,i + K) = ~[xl,i,x~,jl + K . , 
l Ker(ra ) 
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xz,GQ,j = 0 * XZ,~ . (X4,j + K) = 0, 
x2,ix3,j = 0 * X2,i . (x3.1 + K) = 0, 
x2,iXz,j = i(xZix2,j +x2,+2,i) + i[x~_,i,x~,j] * X2,i . (X2,j+ K) = i[x2,i,x2,j] + K, . , 
EKer(n) 
XZ,iXI,j = z(f1.j @-f~,l) + f[X2,i,Xl.j] * x2,i ’ (Xl,j + K) = f[X2,irXl,j] + K, 
X3,ix4,j = 0, * X3,i ’ (x4,j + K) = 0, 
X3,ix3,j = 0 + x3,i . (x3,j + K) = 0, 
x3,ix2,j = 0 * x3,i . (x2,j + K) = 0, 
xj,iXl,j = ix3,iXl.j +:xI,,x~,~ +~[X3,i,Xl,jl * x3,i . (Xt,j + K) = i[x3,i,Xl,j] + K, 
-- 
x4,iQ.j = 0 * x4,r . (x4,j + K) = 0, 
xb,ix3,j = 0 * x4,i ’ (X3,j + K) = 0, 
-U,iXz,j = 0 * x4,i ’ (x2,j + K) = 0, 
X+iXI,j = 0 * X4,i ’ (XI,, + K) = 0. 
This implies that if we order the basis of L as follows: 
and if we use the symbol Xij to denote the ki column vector with a one on the jth 
spot and zeroes elsewhere, we find the following relation between the matrices of the 
adjoint representation and those of the obtained affine representation p: 
/O, A B C 
If ad(xi,i) = 
0 ok, D E 
0 0 ok, F 
0 0 0 ok, 
/Ok4 0 G H 
If ad(xz,i) 0 ok, 0 I = 
0 0 ok> 0 
0 0 0 ok, 
then p(xi,i) = 
then p(x2,i) = 
ok, $4 fB;C 0 
0 ok, ;D ;E 0 
0 0 ok, ;F 0 . 
0 0 0 ok, Xl,k,    0 0 1 
ok4 0 $G ;H 0 
0 ok, 0 $z 0 
0 0 ok2 0 X2,i 
i 
. 
0 0 0 ok, 0 
0 0 0
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